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1102-258 Lisgar St.,
ottawa. K2P OC9

Mr-. J.D. Nicholson,
AIM,
Medical Services Br-anch,
Health and Uelfare,
ottawa.

21 October 1987

Dear Mr-. Nicholson,

Thank you for your interest in environmental hypersensitivity.

You may be interested to know that, in fact, the condition is now
recognized in at least two provinces, Ontario and Nova 8ootia.
Tom McMillan' s and D9.vid Crombie' s offices intervened to help us get
funding for a national conference last spring to celebrate this
fact.

Uays of dealing with the problem, as you may not understand, must be
specific to the individual sufferer. Many (13) cabinet ministers
have indicated they would co-operate, except for the fact that Mr-.
Epp's office has told them the problem is imaginary.

As much as Mr-. Epp puts forward a sincere image, his office has
repeatedly said one thing on piper, and then contradicted it when
talking privately with other cabinet ministers' staff. On piper he
says he is 'sympathetic to the concerns of the environmentally
sensitive' • On the phone his office tells others Mr-. Epp in fact
does not recognize the legitimacy of the concerns.

Mr-. Epp and his staff have repeatedly shown, in'letters and taped
telephone calls, that they are not concerned about our concerns,
that they are unaware of what those concerns are, and that they will
not open up dialogqe with the many groups of affected persons across
the country they have caused damages to.

80me in Health and Welfare say this is a provincial concern. They
would be right except HWC already stuck its foot in. There are
literally hundreds, perhaps thousands of witnesses to statements by
Health and Welfare, from Medical Services and other branches, to
the effect that those affected are imagining the problem. These
seriously damaging statements have been made without scientific or
experiential basis, and can therefore only be described as
irresponsible. They have not been corrected.

Less than a year ago, without ever meeting or talking to the
patient, an irresponsible HWC doctor said someone with environmental
hypersensitivity was 'neurotic' on the flimsy basis of his
handwriting. This is just one example of the stupidity and
irresponsibility your advisors have shown. Anyone who has read one
book about the condition would know that muscular co-ordination (and
therefore handwriting) is often affected. The person was denied
benefits.
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Damages include:

-fami~ breakups (when one spouse would decide the other was
imagining the problem on the basis of HWC advice),

-loss of professional credibility, (when colleaugues would dismiss
the concerns of someone affected and label them neurotic),

-loss of income, (when people were forced to leave jobs because of
failure to attain reasonable accommodation due to bigoted advice
from HWC),

-failure to receive deserved benefits, (when HWC advisors said they
did not have environmental hypersensitivity but were just neurotic),

-social trauma, (such as that experienced by Jean Metcalfe, who,
among many other things, was spit on by people in Smiths Falls
who knew HWC had dismissed her problem and' decided she was a fake),

I repeat, (with pleasure), the problem is now recognized. It is, in
the main, a provincial concern. However, IIWC did make hundreds,
even thousands of bigoted,damaging, and as yet uncorrected
statements and the Minister of Health and Welfare's office has been
dishonest in dealing with the subject.

Responsible debate is one thing. Irresponsible and damaging
statements made from a position of ignorance and dishonesty are
quite something else.

I would be very interested to open discussion with your minister's
office if:

1) there is a loud public apology from the minister for wide~

witnessed and hig~ damaging comments and advice given by
departmental" spokespersons and advisors' over the pl.st decade,

f
2) he announces hoW the department will compensate people who

, suffered damages as a result of these comments, and,

3) he announces a prd~ess of coming to terms with the problem which
involves the remunerated assistance and involvement of the
environmentally sensitive, 2!:,

4) the minister admits the dishonesty and deception practised by his
office towards other cabinet ministers and departmental staff,
and towards sincere citizens who have approached him, and he
resigns.

In the meantime I will be happy to discuss the matter with anyone in
the department who buys one of our delightful T-Shirts at the
(relative~) negligible price of one thousand dollars.

Thanks,

'Chris Brown
(613) 237 0928




